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INTRODUCTION 
When inserting rows into a table, it is commonly understood these new rows are stored in datablocks along with the 
existing rows. Oracle manages which blocks to store these rows in through a mechanism it calls a ‘freelist’. The basic 
idea is that a freelist is a single linked list of datablocks having enough space in them to accept new rows. Once the 
block has enough rows so PCTFREE has been reached, it is removed from this list until enough space is made 
available in the block (according to PCTUSED). At this point it returns to the freelist. 
There are many performance tuning books on the market today, and the vast majority of them talk about a single free 
list  created by Oracle when you create a table, index or cluster. The datablocks on this freelist can be divided into 
multiple freelists by adding freelists during object creation or from release 2 of 8.1 (8.1.6) it can be adjusted 
dynamically.  There is also a concept of multiple freelist groups, mainly implemented in Oracle Parallel Server 
environments, where a number of freelists can be assigned to each instance to reduce contention for the segment 
header block, which normally stores the freelist information. This will reduce the amount of block pinging for the 
segment header block and also prevent each instance from trying to insert into the same blocks. The fact is, there are 
far more than a single freelist in use, especially when you start adding multiple freelists and freelist groups. 
There are also many books available giving information on how to monitor for freelist contention and provide advice 
on how to fix this contention. Up until now, a very simplistic view of freelist contention has been drawn, without the 
full understanding of the freelist architecture and how Oracle has implemented it.  
This paper aims to describe how Oracle manages segment space and what can be done to monitor it, alter it and change 
the behavior of it to increase performance of insert/update statements. The following topics will be discussed: 
 

• = Basic Block Structures 
• = Freelist Architecture 
• = Block Movement Between the Freelists 
• = Free Block Requests 
• = Freelist Contention 
 
This paper is not intended to be an in-depth A to Z of freelists, because in my opinion this would deserve a complete 
book. Most of the information gathered for this paper has been from hours of research, personal testing with an 8i 
database, and through conversations with many of the talented people within Oracle Support Services. 
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BASIC BLOCK STRUCTURES 
Before we can dive into the freelist architecture it is essential to understand the different datablock structures that are 
directly related. 
The first block of a segment is known as the Segment Header, and contains the main freelist structures. Figure.1 below 
shows a segment header dump taken from a table created with the following SQL: 
 

CREATE TABLE test

(col1 NUMBER, col2 VARCHAR2(200))

storage (freelists 4);

 
 
Start dump data blocks tsn: 4 file#: 5 minblk 18 maxblk 18
buffer tsn: 4 rdba: 0x01400012 (5/18)
scn: 0x0000.000c786e seq: 0x02 flg: 0x00 tail: 0x786e1002
frmt: 0x02 chkval: 0x0000 type: 0x10=DATA SEGMENT HEADER - UNLIMITED

Extent Control Header
-----------------------------------------------------------------
Extent Header:: spare1: 0 space2: 0 #extents: 1 #blocks: 15

last map 0x00000000 #maps: 0 offset: 4128
Highwater:: 0x01400013 ext#: 0 blk#: 0 ext size: 15

#blocks in seg. hdr's freelists: 0
#blocks below: 0
mapblk 0x00000000 offset: 0

Unlocked
Map Header:: next 0x00000000 #extents: 1 obj#: 27042 flag: 0x40000000

Extent Map
-----------------------------------------------------------------
0x01400013 length: 15

nfl = 4, nfb = 1 typ = 1 nxf = 0
SEG LST:: flg: UNUSED lhd: 0x00000000 ltl: 0x00000000
SEG LST:: flg: UNUSED lhd: 0x00000000 ltl: 0x00000000
SEG LST:: flg: UNUSED lhd: 0x00000000 ltl: 0x00000000
SEG LST:: flg: UNUSED lhd: 0x00000000 ltl: 0x00000000
SEG LST:: flg: UNUSED lhd: 0x00000000 ltl: 0x00000000

End dump data blocks tsn: 4 file#: 5 minblk 18 maxblk 18

Figure.1: Segment Header Block Dump 

 
This segment header block dump shows all of the main structures created on a newly created object. The text in bold is 
described below: 
type: The block type shows thisblock is a segment header with unlimited extents set (0x10). If this table 

were to have freelist groups defined the block type would be 0x11=DATA SEGMENT HEADER 
WITH FREE LIST BLKS – UNLIMITED 

Highwater: The high water mark (HWM) is a pointer to the datablock address up to which rows have been 
inserted. It is actually the next block AFTER the last block containing rows, and therefore could point 
to a block  belonging to another segment. This does not matter because Oracle knows the last block 
containing rows is HWM-1. All blocks below the HWM have had rows inserted into them at some 
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stage in the life of the segment. The HWM is incremented by single blocks for the first five blocks, 
after which it is incremented in steps of five blocks. 

ext#:  This is the extent number  containing the HWM 
blk#:  The HWM block# within the ext# extent 
#blocks in seg. hdr's freelists: The number of blocks within the freelists contained in the segment header block. 
#blocks below: The number of blocks below the HWM 
nfl: The number of freelists. If a value for freelists has not been entered, this will be set to the default value 

of 1 (for the master freelist). If process freelists have been defined, this value will be equal to the 
number of freelists entered. This value does not include any transaction freelists that may exist. 

nfb: The number of freelist blocks. If a value for freelist groups has not been entered, this will be set to the 
default value of 1. Otherwise, this will be equal to the number of freelist groups. 

typ:   The type of segment freelist (1=Table/cluster, 2=Index) 
nxf:  The number of Transaction Freelists.  
 
 
For each freelist within the segment header, the following structures are maintained: 
flg:  a flag that indicates whether the freelist is used or unused 
lhd:  the DBA (datablock address) of the block at the head of the freelist chain 
ltl:  the DBA of the block at the tail of the freelist chain 
 
Let’s now take a brief look at the Oracle block format: 
 

 
Figure 2: Datablock Format 
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A discussion of all the layers of an Oracle datablock is outside the scope of this paper. The structures we are interested 
in are within the fixed portion of the Transaction Layer and the table directory within the Data Header Layer. 
 
Below in figures 3 and 4 are two partial block dumps of a datablock. The first dump shows when a block is not on a 
freelist, and the second when it does reside on a freelist. The structures highlighted in bold are explained beneath the 
dump. 
 

Start dump data blocks tsn: 2 file#: 9 minblk 8279 maxblk 8279
buffer tsn: 2 rdba: 0x02402057 (9/8279)
scn: 0x0000.0007e371 seq: 0x43 flg: 0x00 tail: 0xe3710643
frmt: 0x02 chkval: 0x0000 type: 0x06=trans data

Block header dump: 0x02402057
Object id on Block? Y
seg/obj: 0xf5d csc: 0x00.7e370 itc: 1 flg: - typ: 1 - DATA

fsl: 0 fnx: 0x0 ver: 0x01

Itl Xid Uba Flag Lck Scn/Fsc
0x01 xid: 0x0008.061.00000071 uba: 0x00800e24.04cf.32 ---- 66 fsc
0x0000.00000000

data_block_dump
===============
tsiz: 0x1fb8
hsiz: 0x96
pbl: 0x103b0244
bdba: 0x02402057
flag=-----------
ntab=1
nrow=66
frre=-1
fsbo=0x96
fseo=0x3e1
avsp=0x34b
tosp=0x34b

Figure.3: Block that is NOT on a freelist 

 
 
 
Start dump data blocks tsn: 2 file#: 9 minblk 8174 maxblk 8174
buffer tsn: 2 rdba: 0x02401fee (9/8174)
scn: 0x0000.0007e351 seq: 0x11 flg: 0x00 tail: 0xe3510611
frmt: 0x02 chkval: 0x0000 type: 0x06=trans data

Block header dump: 0x02401fee
Object id on Block? Y
seg/obj: 0xf5d csc: 0x00.7e351 itc: 1 flg: O typ: 1 - DATA

fsl: 0 fnx: 0x2401fef ver: 0x01

Itl Xid Uba Flag Lck Scn/Fsc
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0x01 xid: 0x0016.008.0000005f uba: 0x00801059.04bb.17 ---- 14 fsc
0x0000.00000000

data_block_dump
===============
tsiz: 0x1fb8
hsiz: 0x2e
pbl: 0x103b0244
bdba: 0x02401fee
flag=-----------
ntab=1
nrow=14
frre=-1
fsbo=0x2e
fseo=0x19d2
avsp=0x19a4
tosp=0x19a4

Figure.4: Block that IS on a freelist 

 
 
Datablock (non segment header) structures relating to freelists: 
flg: Indicates whether the block is linked on a freelist. If the value is ‘O’ (letter “O”) it is part of a freelist chain. If 

the block is not part of a freelist this will have a value of ‘-‘. 
fnx: The DBA (datablock address) of the next block on the freelist chain. For the last block on the chain this will 

be set to 0x0, which is the same as if the block is not part of a freelist. 
avsp: The amount of space available in this block for new entries. Does not include any space another transaction 

using this block has just freed due to a delete or update. This will be reflected the next time a total cleanout 
occurs. This value is compared with PCTFREE and PCTUSED to determine if the block should belong to a 
freelist. 

tosp:  The total amount of space available in this block. If this value is different from the ‘avsp’ amount, it should be 
equal to the ‘avsp’ plus any free space credits within the ITL list. An Interested Transaction List (ITL) is 
present in every block header and is used to associate changes to rows with a particular transaction.  The ITL is 
composed of an index number, transaction identifier (undo segment number, transaction table slot number, 
and wrap or version number of the slot), commit SCN, and free space credit.  The free space credit tracks the 
amount of space in the block released by a transaction (updates or deletes) 

 

FREELIST ARCHITECTURE 
There are three main types of freelists used to manage segment space; the Master Freelist, the Process Freelist and the 
Transaction Freelist. Each one controls its own set of datablocks, and no single datablock can appear on more than one 
list. By looking at the block dumps (non segment header) above it is not obvious as to which freelist a block belongs. If 
this information is required it becomes an arduous task to sift through the segment header/freelist block dumps and 
then to follow the freelist chain one block at a time. 
 If a single freelist group is used, all the freelist information is stored within the segment header. When multiple freelist 
groups are created, each freelist group block has its own master, process and transaction freelists. 
All types of freelists are implemented as a single linked list using a Last-In First-Out mechanism. 

MASTER FREELIST 
When a segment (table, index or cluster) is created, a master freelist is always created implicitly by Oracle. This freelist 
is a common pool of datablocks with space available and is available to all processes. This last statement should already 
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be creating thoughts in your mind about causing an area of contention within your database. When you initially create a 
segment, and do not provide any values for freelists or freelist groups all newly allocated blocks will be chained onto the 
master freelist. This can cause great contention for the segment header block, especially when moving blocks on and 
off the freelist, but a larger area of contention will be evident when multiple processes try to insert into the same 
datablock, as these processes will all be traversing the same list of free blocks. This is explained in more detail in a later 
section. 
Figure.5 below shows the master freelist: 
 

 
Figure.5: The Master Freelist 

 
When the master freelist is the ONLY freelist in existence for the segment, the block dump will show nfl=1 (number 
of freelists) and nfb=1 (number of freelist blocks, i.e. freelist groups). 
 

PROCESS FREELISTS 
In order to reduce contention for the datablocks on the master freelist, another level of freelists, called Process 
Freelists, can be created. These have to be created explicitly by using the freelists option during object creation. From 
8.1.6 onwards, it is possible to dynamically add and remove process freelists. When the number of freelists is decreased, 
the blocks contained on the removed freelist are merged into the master freelist of the segment header or 
corresponding freelist group. When a new freelist is added, there are initially no blocks associated with it. The number 
of freelists you decide to create is normally recommended to be close to the maximum number of concurrent inserts 
occurring on the segment. This will greatly reduce the contention on the datablocks at the head of the freelist. This is 
explained in a later section. 
When using multiple process freelists, the amount of unused space within datablocks can increase. The reason for this 
is  a user process maps onto a particular process freelist using an algorithm (described below), and will not search other 
process freelists for space if none is found within its own. If a large number of blocks are linked in a particular process 
freelist, and another user process has no free blocks on its process freelist or no free blocks exist on the master freelist, 
the process may request movement of the HWM or creation of a new extent. This could leave free blocks on the other 
process freelist unused. Having said this, Oracle does try to evenly spread out the use of the process freelists to 
eliminate this problem. 
 
The algorithm used for a process to select a process free list is: 

Process Freelist # = mod(PID, nfl) + 1 
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  Where PID is the process ID that can be found in V$PROCESS, 
  And nfl is the number of freelists as defined in the freelists segment parameter. 
 
For example, I create a table with freelists set to 15, and my Oracle process ID is 28: 
 Process Freelist # = mod(22, 15) + 1 
    = 8 
 
The process freelists are created in addition to the master free list, not as a replacement. When process freelists have 
been created for a segment, the user process will never hash to the master freelist. The master freelist will still act as a 
common pool of datablocks that may be searched if no free blocks are found on the chosen process freelist. 
Figure.6 below shows the process freelist: 

 
Figure.6: The Process Freelists 

 
The minimum and default value for freelists is 1, and the maximum value is dependant on the value of 
DB_BLOCK_SIZE. On 8.1.7 for NT these are the limits (the Master freelist is not included in these numbers): 
    2Kb block size = 23 
    4Kb block size = 49 
    8Kb block size = 100 
    16Kb block size = 202 
 
 

TRANSACTION FREELISTS 
Transaction freelists are implicitly created by Oracle when a transaction generates sufficient space in the datablock to 
reduce the amount of used space to a value lower than PCTUSED and return it to a freelist (through updates or 
deletes). If a transaction does not free up enough space in any datablocks it is modifying, then it will not be assigned a 
transaction freelist. Until the transaction commits, the free space made available in the datablock will only be available 
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for this transaction. A transaction freelist is accessed exclusively by the transaction it has been assigned to. Once the 
transaction commits, the transaction freelist is made available for other user processes to search for free blocks. These 
blocks can then be moved to the master freelist. The algorithm Oracle uses to search the freelists for a free block is 
described in the next section. 
The maximum number of transaction freelists allowed will depend on the block size and the size of other block 
structures, like the number of process freelists, number of ITLs etc. Half of the segment header is reserved for the 
freelist structures, and half of that space goes to the transaction freelists (approximately 1/4 of a datablock). 
Before allocating a new transaction freelist, all the current transaction freelists in the segment header are scanned to see 
if one has already been assigned. This is accomplished by looking at the transaction identifiers (xid in the sample dump 
below). If the transaction identifier is not found, a new transaction freelist is created. The transaction identifier is a 
unique set of numbers  used to identify every transaction within the database. The format consists of: 

   XID = usn#.slot#.wrap# 
    Where usn# is the rollback segment number, 
    slot# is the transaction table slot number, 
    and wrap# is incarnation number of the slot number 
 

Figure.7 below shows an entry for transaction freelists, taken from a freelist group block: 
 
buffer tsn: 2 rdba: 0x0240000c (9/12) 
scn: 0x0000.0007eaf8 seq: 0x22 flg: 0x00 tail: 0xeaf81622
frmt: 0x02 chkval: 0x0000 type: 0x16=DATA SEGMENT FREE LIST BLOCK WITH FREE BLOCK COUNT

blocks in free list = 27272
SEG LST:: flg: UNUSED lhd: 0x00000000 ltl: 0x00000000
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x00c002fb ltl: 0x02400016 xid: 0x0001.033.00000053
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x01c005f1 ltl: 0x00c002fc xid: 0x0003.02e.00000055
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x024008f8 ltl: 0x01c005f2 xid: 0x0005.042.00000058
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x00c00bdf ltl: 0x028008e9 xid: 0x0007.00b.00000053
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x01c00ed5 ltl: 0x00c00be0 xid: 0x0009.001.00000054
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x028011cb ltl: 0x01c00ed6 xid: 0x000b.05d.00000034
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x00c014c1 ltl: 0x028011cc xid: 0x000d.026.00000036
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x01c017b8 ltl: 0x00c014c2 xid: 0x000f.01f.00000035
XCT LST:: flg: USED lhd: 0x02801aaf ltl: 0x024017b9 xid: 0x0011.02b.00000035

 
Figure.7: Transaction Freelists 

 
If a new transaction freelist cannot be allocated, which might happen due to lack of space in the segment header block 
or freelist group block, a search of the current freelists is performed looking for a transaction freelist assigned to a 
committed transaction. In order to do this, a search has to be conducted of the transaction table in the rollback 
segment header, derived from the transaction id. If a suitable committed transaction cannot be found, the transaction 
looking for a freelist will be blocked waiting on a TX enqueue. The TX enqueue is used as a posting mechanism to 
notify the waiting transaction when a transaction has commited and the freelists should be examined again. 
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Figure.8: The Transaction Freelists 

 

FREELIST GROUPS 
Freelist Groups were originally designed to reduce the amount of contention for the segment header and the heads of 
the process freelists, and to try and prevent block pinging of a select few blocks within an OPS environment. Multiple 
freelist groups are beneficial if there is more than one instance inserting into a segment, and should be set to a value 
equal to the number of instances. This relieves the problem of multiple instances trying to insert data into the same 
blocks. Each instance will have access to its own freelists and therefore have access to its own set of free blocks. 
Using multiple freelist groups can also produce a significant performance gain in a single instance environment. This 
will be discussed in more detail in a later section. 
A freelist group block contains the same freelist structures as the segment header (see figure.7). They can only be 
created at segment creation, and unlike the freelists parameter CANNOT be adjusted dynamically. The freelist group 
blocks are stored right after the segment header block. 
  
The algorithm used to decide which freelist group is used by an instance: 
  Freelist Group#  = mod(I – 1, NFB) + 1 
   Where I is the instance number, 
   And NFB is the number of freelist groups. 
 
In a single instance environment, a process will be assigned to a free list group using the same algorithm as that used 
when hashing the process to a particular process freelist. The objective is to even out the usage of a single freelist block 
to reduce waits on the block, slowing performance. 
The minimum and default value for freelist groups is 1, and the maximum value is dependent on the maximum size of a 
segment’s initial extent. The initial extent must have enough room to hold the segment header, the freelist group blocks 
and at least one data block. If a value for freelist groups is specified that is greater than the number of blocks defined 
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for the initial extent, Oracle will create an initial extent large enough to hold them (segment header + freelist groups + 
1 datablock) ignoring your original initial extent sizing. 
  

BLOCK MOVEMENT BETWEEN FREELISTS 
Once an extent is allocated to a segment, but unused, it remains above the HWM. Once a block has one or more rows 
inserted into it (and the amount of space occupied still leaves PCTFREE or greater amount of free space), it then 
becomes part of a freelist. Once a block has been chained into a freelist, it can be moved between the different freelists. 
Figure.9 shows the different freelist locations a datablock can reside, with an explanation detailed below. 
 

 
Figure.9: Block Movement between Freelists 

 
1. A block can be allocated to a segment but not be part of a free list because it is above the 

HWM and  has no rows within it. 
2. Once a block is below the HWM, it appears on the MFL for that segment If free list groups are being used, the 

block may be on the master free list for that group. 
3. If multiple process free lists have been created for a segment (FREELISTS > 1), then a block can appear on a 

process free list (PFL). The PFL reduces contention on the MFL between concurrent users in the same instance. 
4. Once available space falls below PCTFREE, the block is removed from the free lists. Inserts into the block are no 

longer allowed at this point. 
5.  A transaction acting on a block may make space available within the block. This space is only available to the 

transaction freeing the space (through either an update or a delete operation) until that transaction commits. 
6. During a search for a free block, a block is moved from the TFL to the MFL. 
7. A user process needs a block with space available, so the block is moved from MFL to the PFL. 
 
One important thing to remember is, once a datablock has been assigned to a freelist group (master, process or 
transaction freelist), processes assigned to another freelist group will not search outside of its own group. Therefore it 
is possible the HWM is always incrementing and new extents are being added to a segment, even though blocks below 
the HWM are available for more data. In a later section (‘Freelist Contention’) this will be discussed in more detail. 
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REQUESTING A FREE DATABLOCK 
When a user process requires a block to insert rows into, a complex space management algorithm is followed. This 
algorithm can be described with a very simplified diagram: 
 

 
Figure.10: The Freelist Search Process 

 
1. Search your own (uncommitted) TFL for free space, if one exists (except for indexes). If space is available, go to 

step 9, otherwise go to step 2. 
2. Search PFL for free space. If found, go to step 9, otherwise go to step 3. 
3. Search MFL. If found, move space to PFL and go to step 1. If not, go to 4. 
4. Search committed TFLs. If none, go to step 5; otherwise, move space from all committed TFLs to MFL, and go to 

step 3. 
5. Search common pool (MFL of the segment header). If space found go to 9 otherwise go to step 6. 
6. Can HWM be bumped up? If not, go to step 7. Otherwise bump up HWM, allocate space to PFL and go to step 2. 
7. Allocate extent to segment, and go to step 6. Otherwise, go to step 8. 
8. Error out: No more space left in tablespace (for example, ORA-1652). 
9. Use the space. 
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The general locking taken out when searching the freelists (although hard to track as the lock is extremely short) is 
listed below: 

• = If there are freelist blocks (freelist groups) lock the segment header in CR mode, unless we are putting a new block on 
the freelist, incrementing the HWM, then lock segment header in Exclusive mode. If this process has been done 
before for this session, so we know how many freelist blocks are present and we are not moving the HWM, we will 
not need to read the segment header, and therefore not require a lock on it. 

• = If we are not using freelist groups, then lock the segment header in Exclusive mode. This is carried out in most cases, 
causing contention for the segment header block.  

• = If we are just traversing the freelist which is controlled by a freelist group block, we don’t need to lock the freelist 
group block, but if we are changing the freelist structure (e.g., removing a block), we must lock the freelist group 
block in Exclusive mode. 

 
 

FREELIST CONTENTION 
Contention for a freelist appears under a number of different guises. There are a number of different dictionary views  
providing enough information to make an educated call to whether there is freelist contention or not.  
As with all database tuning, removing freelist contention is an iterative process. Any object changes as a result of 
analysis should be applied to a test environment with a similar workload first.  Also, bear in mind removing one area of 
contention may introduce another contentious problem. A prime example would be having contention on a process 
freelist exist and, by relieving it, increase the number of inserts on a segment over a period of time. The side effect may 
be to highlight a disk I/O problem. 
Contention for process freelists and freelist groups, although closely related, show up in different ways. Once you 
understand how each one appears, it is then possible to tune the segment until you have the correct mix of freelists and 
freelist groups. 
 

PROCESS FREELIST CONTENTION 
Earlier in this paper, the architecture of process freelists was discussed, outlining the fact it can relieve contention on 
the segment header and more importantly, the datablocks at the head of the master freelist. The reason for this is, with 
a single freelist, all processes will be trying to insert data into the same block and then manipulate the freelist to unchain 
the full datablocks. 
The performance statistic gathering tools like utlbstat/utlestat and statspack will highlight the same overall problem, 
but here I list the views to select from in order to constantly monitor the freelist performance. 
The first view to look at is V$SYSTEM_EVENT. This view will highlight all of the waited on events since the database 
was started. The two main events to look for are Buffer Busy Waits and Enqueue. 
When you see a high value for Buffer Busy Waits it signifies there is some contention because a datablock needed by a 
process is either being read into the buffer cache by another session (and the session is waiting for that read to 
complete) or the buffer is in the buffer cache, but in an incompatible mode. To further diagnose this, you need to look 
at V$WAITSTAT for each block class (process freelist contention will show as high counts for Segment Header and 
Data Block). By using the amount of time waited on in V$SYSTEM_EVENT (time_waited) and by comparing the 
total wait time in V$WAITSTAT (time), it is clear to see what type of block contention you have. The initialization 
parameter, TIMED_STATISTICS, must be set to TRUE before gathering timing data. 
When you see a high number of waits on the Segment Header, this indicates there are a high number of concurrent 
structure manipulations or consistent reads being requested at the same time as exclusive locking (structure 
manipulations). This sort of contention is a sure sign there is a bottleneck within the freelists contained in the segment 
header. 
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A high number of waits on the Data Block class indicates there is contention for the datablock at the head of a freelist. 
Unfortunately, there is no simple way to find the exact segment having this contention. There are two methods to help 
refine the search for the problematic segment, and together they can prove extremely helpful: 
 
1. Monitor V$SESSION_WAIT frequently, maybe using 5-10 second intervals for a short sample period using the 

following query: 
 

SELECT s.username, e.owner, e.segment_name, p1 “File#”, p2 “Block#
FROM v$session s, v$session_wait w, dba_extents e
WHERE w.event=’buffer busy waits’
AND s.sid = w.sid
AND e.file_id = p1
AND p2 between e.block_id and e.block_id + (e.blocks – 1);

 
The results from this query will show exactly what segments are currently being waited on. If the same segment is 
showing up regularly, you know where to start the freelist investigation. By obtaining more details about the user, it 
is also possible to look at the application causing this contention through its DML patterns. 

 
2. Query X$KCBFWAIT. This table stores the number of buffer waits by file. You can use this to drill down on the 

buffer busy wait event to see which files are being affected. 
 

SELECT name, count
FROM x$kcbfwait, v$datafile
WHERE indx+1 = file#
AND count > 0;

By sampling from this table at frequent intervals and comparing the results from the V$SYSTEM_EVENT (buffer 
busy waits) you can clearly see which files contain the problem segments.  By further queries against the data 
dictionary (DBA_EXTENTS and V$SESSION_WAIT, as shown above) you are in much better position to find 
the segment with freelist problems. 

 
 
With waits on the enqueue event, it is tough to find out exactly what enqueue lock is being waited on the most. There 
are two ways to do this: 
 
1. Monitor V$SESSION_WAIT frequently (every minute) during a known time of segment activity using the 

following query: 
 

SELECT username, event, p1, p2, p3
FROM v$session s, v$session_wait w
WHERE event=’enqueue’
AND s.sid = w.sid;

 
To interpret the values returned: 
 
p1 - The type of enqueue being waited on. First convert the value returned to Hex. The low-order 2 bytes is the 
mode of the lock (you will normally see 6 (Exclusive) or 4 (Shared)). The high-order 2 bytes contain ASCII 
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representations of the enqueue type. To retrieve this information you must split this up into single bytes, and 
convert these numbers to decimal and then to the ASCII character equivalent. 

 
For example: p1      = 1213661190 

    Convert to Hex    = 48570006 
    Mode     = 0006 (exclusive) 
    Split high-order into single bytes  = 48 and 57 
    Convert to Dec    = 72 and 87 
    Convert to ASCII   = H and W, HW enqueue 
 

p2 - The value of p2 in this example is the tablespace number of the segment we are waiting on. The values of P2 
can be different for each enqueue type. The HW enqueue is one you will see often as a side effect for adding 
freelist groups (explained later). The meaning of p1, p2 and p3 are listed for all wait events in Appendix A of the 
Server Reference guide (8.1.6+). 

 
p3 - The DBA (datablock address) of the block we are waiting on. For the HW enqueue this will usually be the 
segment header as this is where the HWM is recorded. Again, this value will mean something different for each 
wait event. 

 
2. There is a dictionary table called X$KSQST which shows some basic enqueue statistics. By running the following 

query, you are able to see what enqueue was accessed most often, and if your hardware platform can record time 
intervals at a high granularity, you may be able to see the wait time. In my own tests, I could never see the wait 
times increasing in this table, maybe because it was performed on Windows NT, or maybe because the intervals 
were too small to be recorded in this table. 

 
SELECT ksqsttyp “Enqueue Name”, ksqstget “Gets”, ksqstwat “Waits”
FROM x$ksqst
WHERE ksqsttyp = ‘HW’;

 
The HW enqueue is required when a new extent is needed above the HWM. When multiple processes are trying to 
increase the HWM for insertion of new data and adding a new extent, this enqueue can become a contentious one. This 
is most often seen when using multiple freelist groups. 

 
To reduce the waits on the segment header/freelist group block and the datablock at the head of a freelist, the number 
of process freelists can be increased, which is dynamic from 8.1.6 onwards. The generic advice is to set this to a value 
equal to the number of concurrent inserts against the segment. Because this is dynamic, it is advisable to increase the 
number in a phased manner, monitoring the same performance metrics outlined above. You will then clearly see what 
performance gains you are receiving. 
 

PROCESS FREELIST COMPARISON 
A series of tests were carried out to demonstrate the effects of changing the freelists and freelist groups parameters on a 
segment. The test involved 11 concurrent sessions, each inserting 200,000 rows into a single table. The table was 
created with the following SQL: 
  CREATE TABLE freelist_test(

col1 NUMBER, col2 CHAR(100))
storage (freelists <number> freelist groups <number>);
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The script executed in each session was the following (using individual rollback segments to reduce contention for the 
undo segment headers): 
 
declare
str VARCHAR2(100);

begin
str:='SET TRANSACTION USE ROLLBACK SEGMENT RBS<#1-11>';
for j in 1..4 LOOP

execute immediate str;
for i in 1..50000 LOOP
insert into free.freelist_test values
(i,’A’);

end loop;
commit;

end loop;
end;
/

Snapshots were taken of V$SYSTEM_EVENT, V$SYSSTAT and V$WAITSTAT before the sessions started their 
scripts, and after all had finished. The sessions were scheduled using CRON on a Linux machine to ensure they all 
started at the same time. Before running the test for recording purposes I ran the insert scripts, so inserted a total of 2.2 
million rows, then issued 11 separate delete statements. The HWM would then be left where the 2.2 million rows 
ended. . This would also try to minimize the waits on the segment header for moving the HWM. 
The machine specifications are not important to discuss here, as this test is just to demonstrate how the contention 
area moves and can be improved when using better freelist storage parameters. 
Each test was run three times (including the inserts and then the deletes) and the results shown are the mean average 
for all three. After running the three tests, the table was recreated with a different number of freelists or freelist groups 
and the tests started from the beginning. 
The results listed below show all the major statistics that changed when I altered the number of freelists for the table: 
 

Freelists Freelist 
Groups 

Buffer Busy 
Waits 

Total Time 
Waited 

Data Block 
Waits 

Seg. Hdr 
Waits 

Free List 
Waits 

Free List 
Blk Waits 

1 1 641,703 195,527 628,123 13,298 0 0 

6 1 275,204 124,875 273,423 1,528 0 0 

12 1 260,720 122,635 259,336 1,160 0 0 
 

Table.1: Process Freelist Comparison Results 

It is clear to see the total time waited decreased significantly when adding process freelists.  The number of waits on the 
segment header and data blocks also decreased because of the decreased contention of moving the HWM.  It is 
important to note the decrease in waits is not on a linear scale, so further testing needs to be carried out to more 
accurately plot the improvements gained per process freelist addition. 
 

FREELIST GROUP CONTENTION 
Contention for freelist groups shows up in a slightly different way.  Due to the fact adding freelist groups moves the 
freelist structures to other blocks, segment header contention is removed to a degree. We now start to see contention 
come through for free list blocks (V$WAITSTAT), and if there are not enough freelist groups to map one process per 
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group, we will still see contention for the block class “data block”. This is the same contention evident when not 
enough process freelists exist for concurrent inserts (described above). The number of waits will usually decrease for 
Buffer Busy Waits, which will also decrease the number of waits on all block classes (from V$WAITSTAT). A side 
effect of these reductions is the number of waits on the HW enqueue increased significantly, but the overall wait time 
was far better than using a single freelist group (segment header block).  
During the tests using 12 freelist groups one freelist group was allocated per session causing no contention on the free 
list block. This might not be practical in the real world with many more concurrent sessions inserting rows into a 
segment. Before adding freelist groups to a segment, it is highly recommended to try the performance changes on a test 
environment first. This is the same recommendation you will see for any major changes to the database environment. 
One major drawback to be considered when increasing the number of freelist groups is the efficiency of space in 
datablocks will decrease, sometimes quite dramatically. This is best explained through an example. A table is created 
with 5 freelists and 10 freelist groups on a single instance environment. This means each freelist group has 1 master 
freelist, 5 process freelists and possibly a number of transaction freelists. Process 13 hashes to freelist group 4, deletes 1 
million rows and commits placing the free blocks onto its transaction freelist. Process 24 then wishes to insert 1 million 
rows. This session will hash to freelist group 5, but there are no blocks on any of the freelists in this group. Oracle does 
not scan other freelist groups, to avoid inducing block pinging in an OPS environment. Because of this we just keep 
adding extents and moving the HWM until all rows have been inserted. When moving the HWM more extents are 
allocated, also causing the HW enqueue to be waited on (when other inserts are being carried out concurrently). We 
now have many empty extents/blocks before the newly inserted rows, and may not be re-used for some time, especially 
if other sessions will not carry out a large number of inserts. The DBA needs to monitor space usage relating to how 
much actual data is contained within a segment. Any full table scan or index scan of a segment  having a HWM above 
many datablocks with wasted space will have a negative impact on query performance. 
This type of problem can be monitored by selecting from views like DBA_SEGMENTS, DBA_EXTENTS and 
DBA_TABLES. There are two very useful columns in DBA_TABLES, which are NUM_FREELIST_BLOCKS 
(number of blocks on a freelist for this segment) and AVG_SPACE_FREELIST_BLOCKS (average amount of space 
in bytes in each freelist block). These values are only available if statistics have been gathered on the table. You can also 
dump the segment header to see where the HWM is located and the freelist group blocks to see the size of each freelist 
in terms of number of datablocks (see example of segment header dumps at the beginning of this paper). 
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FREELIST GROUPS COMPARISON 
For testing the performance results of adding more freelist groups, the same test method was followed as for adding 
process freelists. 
Table.2 below shows the results of adding multiple freelist groups, and then by combining multiple process freelists 
with multiple freelist groups. 
 

Freelists Freelist 
Groups 

Buffer Busy 
Waits 

Enqueue 
Waits 

Total Time 
Waited 

Data Block 
Waits 

Seg. Hdr 
Waits 

Free List 
Waits 

Free List 
Blk Waits 

1 1 641,703 11,956 195,527 628,123 13,298 0 0 

1 6 35,696 12,627 70,703 35,543 59 83 0 

1 12 198 33,231 98,236 0 197 0 0 

6 2 79,707 3,442 68,966 79,093 12 579 0

2 6 25,295 16,361 71,784 25,124 65 94 0

12 12 165 30,911 87,149 0 165 0 0
 

Table.2: Freelist Groups Comparisons 

The results show how an improvement was made when increasing the number of freelist groups from the default value 
of 1. Interestingly, the amount of wait time increased when the freelist groups increased from 6 to 12. This was due to 
the increased number of waits seen on the HW enqueue. Unfortunately, the results from X$KSQST were not retrieved 
at the time of testing so there are no accurate results for the number of HW enqueue gets. Throughout the tests, the 
majority of wait events in V$SESSION_WAIT were for the HW enqueue. The wait time increase far out weighs the 
reduction in block waits, and a conclusion can clearly be made that using a combination of process freelists and freelist 
groups gave a better performance gain by decreasing block waits and total wait times. 
 
In order to use a direct comparison of these results to a production environment, similar benchmark tests must be 
carried out and the performance statistics be correlated to the number of freelists and freelist groups. 
CONCLUSION 
The information presented in this white paper should provide the DBA with a wealth of facts and ideas on the topic of 
freelist management. A lot of freelist contention goes undetected due to the lack of knowledge on how the whole 
freelist mechanism is implemented with Oracle. With this paper as your guide, it should now be possible to monitor 
and diagnose freelist contention issues. Not only diagnose them, but to better understand the underlying architecture of 
freelists. This will give you a far better chance of selecting suitable storage parameters (freelists and freelist groups) so 
as to keep this area of contention down to a minimum. 
The small test results shown towards the end of this paper demonstrate how the addition of process freelists and 
multiple freelist groups can increase and sometimes decrease the performance of concurrent inserts. Before making any 
changes to segments in a production environment, it is essential to test these effects in a separate, similar environment 
first. 
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